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F

amilies matter in oncology nursing.They matter because they
are the first line of support to
the patient. They matter because they
are directly impacted by cancer-related
pressures, are
often left on
their own to
understand
and to manage
the impact of
the cancer on
the patient and
their family
members.
There is evidence that family
members struggle
with how to best help
the patient manage, how to
interpret the patient’s symptoms, and how to balance their
family life with the life demanded
of them from the cancer. Increasingly we have come to learn that
despite major advancements in early
diagnosis and multiple modality therapy,
the diagnosis or recurrence of cancer
continues to cause enormous existential
threat, threatens the core functions of
household families, and causes tension
to ripple through the relationships of
family members, even those living in
caring and high functioning households.

In fact, cancer is known to take over a
family’s life at the expense of maintaining nurturing and caring interpersonal
communication, quality parenting, and
supportive marital communication.2-4
General advice or broad-stroke help
from professionals is not sufficient to
help them.Targeted, planned, systematic
professional services are needed to help
families with their “stuck points,” the
cross-cutting issues that are known
from research to affect how a
family experiences, adjusts,
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functions and maintains when a family
member has cancer.
In the past 20 years, there has been a
growing awareness that cancer is a family’s illness, not merely a patient’s diagnosis. This initial awareness grew out of
seminal papers by health care providers
and behavioral scientists in the 1960s
and 1970s.1, 5-6 However, it was not until
the 1980s and 1990s that family-focused
psycho-oncology came to fruition in the
research programs of a small but now
growing number of teams, including
nurse scientists and psychologists: Compas7; Given8; Hilton9; Hoskins10; Lewis11-14;
Northouse15; and Wellisch.16
The overwhelming evidence is that
even when the cancer is diagnosed early and in an early stage, family members,
including children, adolescents, adult
children, and spouses, worry about
the patient dying or suffering from the cancer.14, 17-18
Family distress has no
favorites; it happens
to everyone.
Cancer is not
a single stressful
event for families but is better
understood as a
series of multiple,
interwoven, and
layered psychosocial transitions.19
The disease
challenges the
assumptive world
of the family, not
just the patient,
including what
the family values
and how they think
about themselves.19
Continued on page 3

President’s Message

Oncology Nurses
Go For the Gold!
Renita Vance
PSONS President

I

watched the opening ceremonies of
the Olympics last night and couldn’t
help but think about the relationship between the athletes who train
most of their lives for this one event and
oncology nurses who spend most of
their lives helping people with cancer
live their best life with cancer. There
are some parallels that we shouldn’t
miss! The first is the pride that all the
athletes show in being able to represent
their country. This is especially poignant for those athletes who represent
countries that have never won a medal
in a winter Olympics, yet their pride is
just as great as those from countries that
have won hundreds of medals in the
winter Olympics.
For oncology nurses, our pride in
what we do is unmatched. Even when
we know the outcome of our care will

be death for a patient, we know we
make a difference for that individual and
their family. We provide unmatched
care under challenging circumstances
yet we love what we do!
The second parallel is that the
athletes continually strive to push the
boundaries of their abilities and the
sport. The snowboarders strive for
more air; the skaters strive for more
turns in the air during a jump, etc.
As oncology nurses we are continu- Renita Vance
ally supporting the goal for better
come together nationally and intertreatments that will provide quality
nationally twice a year through our
as well as quantity of life. We push
national organization, ONS. This is a
insurance companies to provide more
great opportunity for us to learn from
support for patients, we push physicians
each other, share what we’re doing in
to consider other treatments as we
our organizations and get energized.
advocate for our patients.
Locally, PSONS comes together monthly
The third parallel is that the athletes
for our educational programs and annuparticipating in the winter games come
ally for our incredible symposium. This
together regularly to test themselves
is our chance to reconnect with our
against each other and show the world
Continued on page 4
what they can do. Oncology nurses

Editor’s Notes

Inspiring Our Passion for Oncology Nursing
Judy Petersen RN, MN, AOCN

O

ur first issue of 2010 brings a
few changes. Linda Cuaron has
passed the baton as editor of
the newsletter. When she stepped into
the role of Communications chair sometime in 2007 she didn’t know she’d be
taking on the role of newsletter editor,
too! She’s done a great job and we’ve all
benefited from her fabulous efforts. As
she explains in the article she wrote for
this issue, it takes a lot of work by many
hands to get an issue put together.
PSONS President Renita Vance has
written her last President’s message
as she also passes the baton to Cherie
Tofthagen. I’m sure we’ll continue to
benefit from Renita’s active involvement

2

in our chapter.
This issue showcases the range of activities that can light our fire and inspire
our passion for nursing and specifically
oncology nursing. Fran Lewis reminds
us of the importance of family and their
significant needs that we can help with.
Joanne Rochester reminds us of the
hope we can instill in every interaction
with our patients. Sharon Rockwell’s
article on Triage points out our ever
changing role as the changes in technology and medicine require us to adapt.
And as Nancy Thompson reports, as a
chapter, we have extended our caring
reach beyond oncology patients to the
homeless in our recent service project.
I am excited to take on the role of
PSONS editor. I’ve been a long-time
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member of PSONS and this new experience renews my enthusiasm for the
diversity of activities and individuals
within our membership.
One of my goals as editor is inspire
and mentor new writers and eventually
a new editor. I believe that all of us have
knowledge to share and the quarterly is
a great place to share with each other.
Experience in writing not needed, just
your desire to share your experiences
and knowledge. I’d love to help you get
started as someone to guide you, give
you confidence and nurture your writing efforts. Please contact me to discuss
your ideas at psonscommunications.
gmail.com or call me directly 206-2721134 or 206-633-1326.
n

Helping Families: Family Members’ Distress Part of Normal Process
Continued from page 1
During psychosocial transitions,
family members search for answers to
questions like, Why me? Why has this
happened to our family? Why us? Why
now?17
A family experiencing cancer attempts to organize around the cancer
and, in the process, the organization
destabilizes their daily patterns and routines, the ways they talk and spend time
with each other, and the rituals or traditions they carry out. Destabilization
even occurs in high resource and well
adjusted households. There is a
growing body of research that
shows that this destabilization
and heightened tension occurs
between the patient and spouse
and between the ill parent and
the child or adolescent. 3, 11-12,
20
As nurses it is important that
we can consider the family members’
distress and heightened stress and tension as normal processes, not pathological ones.
There are two relationships in a
household that have particular importance for oncology nurses: the relationship between the ill parent and the
school age or adolescent child and the
relationship between the ill patient
and the spouse-caregiver. The Family
Functioning Research Team at the UW
School of Nursing has been studying
the experiences of household family
members when the patient is diagnosed with cancer since 1983. Early
descriptive work led to the development of psychoeducational programs,
materials, and services that have been
tested in Phase II clinical trials as well
as multi-state Phase III clinical trials. A
brief description of the team’s 4 active
studies follows. Each intervention grew
out of research evidence and our understanding of how oncology nurses can
assist families better manage the distress
caused or accentuated by the cancer.
We would be happy to present any of
our research to oncology nurses who
are interested in knowing more about
any of the programs.
The Family Functioning Research
Program is now offering and evaluating
4 educational oncology counseling programs: the Helping Her Heal Program,

booklet that helps spouses learn ways
to support and communicate with the
diagnosed woman. In that way, everyone in the trial is offered a service. It is
free to all participants.

Confidential Recruitment
Phone Line

For further information on any of
the programs: 206-685-0837 or
1-866-577-8062.

When Mommy or Daddy Get Cancer

the Connecting Program, When Mommy
or Daddy Get Cancer Program, and the
HUSH Program. Each of these intervention studies is derived from descriptive
research from the study team and research completed by other teams. Each
program is actively recruiting and is
briefly described below.
We invite nurses
to refer eligible
patients to our
confiden-

This is a five-session educational
program for parents recently diagnosed
with any early stage cancer, including fathers or mothers. The goals of this program are to help parents gain new ways
to talk with, support, and help their
child better manage the child’s cancerrelated concerns, worries, or questions.
It is free to all participants and is a study
funded by the Lance Armstrong Foundation.This program can be offered in the
clinic or by telephone.

The Connecting Program
This is a five-session educational
counseling program for mothers with
Stage 0-3 breast cancer who also
have an adolescent child. The
goals of this program are to
add to the mother’s parenting
and communication skills in
supporting their adolescent
child, even when the adolescent is upset or distressed.
This program is offered as
a clinic-based program or in
the patient’s home. It is free to
all participants, and is funded by a
special project grant from the Safeway
Foundation through the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center.

tial, Human
Subjects approved, phone
line to learn more
information about all the programs
below.

HUSH-Helping Us Heal

Helping Her Heal Program
This is a five-session educational counseling program that is offered to male
spouses/partners of women recently
diagnosed with Stage 0-3 breast cancer.
The goals of the program are to enhance the spouse’s skills and competencies in interpersonally assisting his wife
deal with the illness and its treatment,
along with adding to his abilities to take
care of his own cancer-related stress.
Each session is about 1 hour long and is
carried out in clinics throughout Puget
Sound. It is an NCI-funded randomized clinical trial and the control group
received a carefully selected printed

This is a five-session, telephone
delivered counseling program for male
spouse/partners whose wife is diagnosed
with non-metastatic breast cancer. The
goals of this program are to add to the
spouse’s skills and confidence to better manage the stress and impact of his
wife’s breast cancer on him, on her, and
on their relationship. It is free to all and
is funded by the Bloedel Professorship
that was given to Fran Lewis, the Director of the Family Functioning Research
Program.
Members of the Family Functioning
Research Program are an interdisciplinary group of nurses, counselors, social
workers, behavioral scientists, and
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The Evolution of Triage
for Oncology Nurses
Sharon Rockwell RN BSN OCN CRN

The History of Triage

T

riage (from the French trier, to
sort) originates as a military term
on the battlefields
during the Napoleonic
Wars. Napoleon’s surgeon, Baron DominiqueJean Larrey (1766-1842)
is credited with establishing a system that
prioritized the soldiers
who could be treated and
quickly returned to battle.
The mortally wounded
were left behind with
their dying comrades. It
was this population that
became the primary concern of Florence Nightingale (1820-1910) who,
under cover of night,
searched for these soldiers in order to provide some comfort
and care (Mitchell, 2008).

Triage on the battlefield became more
sophisticated with medical advances
and the severely wounded could be
treated in the field with the hope of a
positive outcome.The focus switched

ation of the wounded via helicopter
developed in the Vietnam War decreased
the mortality rate to 24% (Eiseman,
1967).The advances in triage, ratio of
medical staff to troops and timely treatment have reduced the mortality rate in
the current Iraq and Afghanistan wars
to 10%.
The invention of the telephone by
Alexander Graham Bell (1847-1922)
opened mass communication capabilities for all and a tool for triage. It could
be said that one of the first triage calls
made was by Mr. Bell asking
for assistance after a battery
acid burn (Grumet, 1979).
The invention of the telephone changed the nature of
triage, requiring a completely
new skill set for the practitioner.

Telephone Triage Then

from the ultimate return to the battlefield to life-saving measures. Air evacu-

My experience with telephone triage began in 1989
when I worked for a newly
established hospice program.
I accepted the position of the
“After Hours” nurse which
is mandated by Medicare
(Department of Health and
Human Services, 2008).
The shift was 7 PM to 8 AM, seven days
on and seven days off.The call was 24
Continued on page 6

President’s Message: PSONS Participation Urgently Needed
Continued from page 2
peers and learn from each other. I love
these opportunities to connect with
those of you I’ve known for a long time
and meet new colleagues and friends. I
learn from you as I learn from patients
and caregivers and am incredibly thankful for each of you and what you bring
to oncology nursing.
This is my last official message as
President of PSONS and it has been an
incredible two years for me! I’ve seen
our organization come together as we
mourn the loss of long-time members
Rose Preston and Patty Mulhern. I’ve
also seen the organization come together as we welcomed ONS members
to the Institutes of Learning conference
in Seattle. What an incredible outpouring of participation we had from our
4

membership for that event. I’ve never
been more proud to represent an organization than when I stood on stage
and welcomed ONS members to our
beautiful city.
Now, as I leave my position, I’m worried about the future. We need PSONS
members to step up and participate.
You’ve heard this plea before but it’s
more urgent than ever. Our presidentelect has a wonderful opportunity that
will take him away from Seattle and
we’re in need of new volunteers to participate on the board. You may not be
ready to be president but might you be
ready to volunteer and be mentored into
a leadership position sometime in the
future? Honestly, to be involved in this
wonderful organization is enriching and
challenging and FUN! Think about it!
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Some of the Olympic athletes didn’t
ever think they would actually get to
the Olympics but they kept practicing
and perfecting their sport. You are practicing and perfecting your skills as an
oncology nurse, but what more could
you learn and contribute by getting
involved locally in PSONS? How could
you grow professionally? Think about it!
Then contact one of the board members
and ask some questions about how you
can be involved. I’ve had a great time
being part of the board. Thank you to
all the past and present board members
and all PSONS members for supporting
PSONS and me for the past two years!
Now it’s time for some of you to step up
and keep PSONS growing!
n

Helping Families: Programs Support Cancer Patient’s Family
Continued from page 3
physicians, all of whom are committed
to helping families heal from cancer. We
will be happy to share our programs and
services with you.The Oncology Nursing Foundation and PSONS have been
central in sponsoring many of our prior
descriptive and pilot studies and we are
forever indebted to the quality of nursing
care that oncology nurses continue to
offer their patients. Our family-focused
programs are designed to complement
and add to your practice.
For further information on any of the
programs: 206-685-0837 or 1-866-577-8062.
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Just a Nurse
by Suzanne Gordon
I’m ‘just a nurse;’ I just make the difference between life and death.
I’m ‘just a nurse;’ I just have the educated eyes that prevent medical errors, injuries and other catastrophes.
I’m ‘just a nurse;’ I just make the difference between healing, coping and despair.
I’m ‘just an oncology NP;’ I just make the difference between a patient experiencing excruciating pain or
fighting their disease relatively pain free.
I’m ‘just a nurse;’ I’m just a nurse researcher who helps nurses and doctors give better, safer and more
effective care.
I’m ‘just a nurse;’ I’m a professor of nursing who educates future generations of nurses.
I’m ‘just a nurse;’ I just work in a major teaching hospital managing and monitoring patients who are
involved in cutting edge experimental medical research.
I’m ‘just a nurse;’ I just educate patients and families about how to maintain their health.
I’m ‘just a nurse;’ I’m just a geriatric nurse practitioner. I make the difference between staying in one’s own
home and home and going to a nursing home.
I’m ‘just a palliative care nurse;’ I just make the difference between dying in agony and dying in comfort and
with dignity.
(Excerpted from a presentation made by Suzanne Gordon at ONS APN Conference , November 2005, Phoenix Arizona,printed with permission)
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Evolution of Triage: From Tattered Books to Online Access
Continued from page 4

ate phone numbers for the appropriate time of day is given to each patient
upon admission into the clinic.

Conclusion

Telephone triage has followed the
hours on weekends; not really “call” but
path of institutional technology, ever
a requirement to see the patients that
changing and becoming more sophiswere scheduled or needed PRN visits.
Tools for Triage
ticated. Whatever tool you choose,
I was supplied with a pager, a large
There are many written resources for
remember that your nursing intuition
binder containing patient demographic
the nurse working in telephone triage.
and critical thinking skills benefit the
information and a tattered copy of a
Among them there is Telephone Triage
patient in all modes of contact.
book of hospice and oncology “tips” for
by Sheila Wheeler.This is an excellent
the nurse, the title I can no longer reReferences
generalist resource. Specific to the
member. I did not have a mobile phone
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
at the time; the beeper signaled a call to oncology population is Telephone TriServices. (2008). Medicare and Medage for Oncology Nurses by Margaret
the answering service that had inforicaid Programs; Hospice Conditions
Hickey and Susan Newton.
mation on a patient call. Upon returnof Participation; Final Rule. Retrieved
Online tools can be found among
ing the patient’s call, I used standard
nursing process of assessment, planning, intervention
Covering RN Phone Log
Desk of
and evaluation. Lacking the
ISSUE
ACTION
DOCUMENTATION
STATUS
DATE Call rec’d
sophisticated tools of today,
TIME
I used listening skills and
ORCA
FYI
NAME
a great deal of intuition in
Telephone Encounter
F/UP NEEDED
PHONE #
order to properly serve the
U#
patient in a timely manner.
MD
One of the happiest days
DATE Call rec’d
ISSUE
ACTION
DOCUMENTATION
STATUS
of my hospice career was
TIME
receiving a cellular phone,
NAME
ORCA
FYI
although it weighed about
PHONE
#
Telephone
Encounter
F/UP NEEDED
2 pounds and resembled a
U
#
large brick with an antenna,
MD
it put me one step closer to
DATE Call rec’d
ISSUE
ACTION
DOCUMENTATION
STATUS
the patient to provide timely,
TIME
personal contact.

Triage Now

NAME

ORCA

FYI

PHONE #

Telephone Encounter

F/UP NEEDED

Telephone triage has
U#
changed dramatically since
MD
my early days in this role.
The advent of computerized
documentation programs
An example of a basic contact documentation form for telephone triage.
allows a triage nurse to review
a patient history, medication lists, recent
February 10, 2010, from Department
software vendors such as Epic Systems
visits and prior telephone calls. All of
of Health and Human Services Web
Corporation and Health Line Systems.
these functions are available in real
site: http://http://edocket.access.gpo.
These tools are embedded within their
time while the patient is engaged on
gov/2008/pdf/08-1305.pdf
existing medical documentation softthe phone. Directed inquiries on the
Eiseman, B. (1967). Combat casualty
ware. Many institutions have in-house
patient’s complaint can be made on this
management in Vietnam. Journal of
triage protocols; one of the earliest is
documentation.The patients also have
Trauma, 7, 153-163.
the Cleveland Clinic’s that was estabaccess to group email for contact purlished in 1991.
Grumet, G. (1979).Telephone Therapy:A
poses but patients must be instructed
A basic contact documentation form
Review and Case Report. American Jouron the appropriate mode of communiallows the succinct recall of the telenal of Orthopsychiatry, 49, 574-84.
cation for the appropriate complaint or
phone conversation. (See the SCCA
concern. No complaint of chest pain via
Mitchell, G. W. (2008). A Brief History of
phone log on this page as an example.)
email, please.
Triage. In Disaster Medicine and Public
The correct and timely documentation
My current practice environment as
Health Preparedness. Retrieved Februof telephone contact allows for other
a Clinical Nurse Coordinator at Seattle
ary 10, 2010, from http://www.dmphp.
caregivers to know what has been sugCancer Care Alliance (SCCA) supports
org/cgi/citmgr?gca=dmphp;2/Supplegested to the patient and may direct
24-hour availability of triage services. An
ment_1/S4
further care.
instructional sheet with the approprin
6
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Creating the Quarterly
Linda Cuaron, RN, MN, AOCN
PSONS Quarterly Editor 2007 - 2009

H

ave you ever wondered about
how our newsletter progresses
from an idea to a manuscript,
then to our website and your mailbox?
The purpose of this article is to familiarize the reader with some common
newsletter language, building blocks
and design, and then to
share some of the specific
processes involved with
creating the Quarterly.
First, it is important to
note that paper-based
newspapers and newsletters
have faced challenges of late,
succumbing to the electronic format only or going
completely under. A “straw
poll” was conducted at one
of our chapter educational
meetings and those in attendance voiced the preference for PSONS to continue
to provide both electronic
and paper versions of the newsletter. As
long as we have conscientious volunteers who are willing to assume the
role of editor and webmaster, as well as
authors, we will be fortunate enough to
be able to support both.

The Process
The process for the PSONS Quarterly
has been well-honed over the past 28
years with the help of previous editors, a great team of “behind-the-scenes”
partners, the current editor, and many
highly-valued contributors. Our partners
include our publisher, Creative Solutions, owned by David Kelliher, a valued
newspaperman and journalist, who
takes our articles and arranges them
into a visually pleasing layout. He helps
the editor know if more text is needed
or if the planned issue is going to need
fewer pages. He also provides or creates
the eye-catching clip-art that captures
the readers’ interest and entices them
to turn the page and continue reading.
Of course, the editor and contributors

can also provide the images, diagrams,
and clip art following the guidance of
copyright protection.
After several weeks of back and forth
communication with the editor during
which time the publisher has received
and organized the newsletter, it is sent
to the editor in a PDF format for a final
review. Once approved by the editor,
the newsletter is sent to the printer.

The printer we use at this time is “Sir
Speedy” in Tacoma, who employs a photocopy technique for duplication.
This is a change from the offset press
method that we used prior to 2009.
The quality of photocopy and ability to
incorporate color is a very good, costeffective option for printings of 5,000 or
less. The offset press method involves
an extended set-up process but is a
more cost-effective method when more
than 5,000 copies are required. Our
readership is about 400, so we are well
below the 5K level that would benefit
from the offset printing strategy.
Once the newsletter has been printed
it is shipped to American Cancer Society,
who supplies the postage at bulk rate
as an in-kind donation to PSONS. From
there it is sent to our secretarial support
at Alliance Strategies who makes sure
that the newsletter is addressed and
mailed to all of our current members.

Working Parts of the Newsletter
The first thing you might notice when

you pick up the Quarterly is the “front
page banner”. This is located at the top
of Page 1 and consists of the title of our
publication, the issue date, and index of
key stories.
The “masthead” is the information in
vertical format that lists officers, committee members, contact information,
etc.This needs to be updated as new
committee chairs or new officers take
over and when core chapter information changes (such as contact information for Alliance Strategies).
The “guts” constitute the contents inside the issue. The first page is dedicated to the principal or lead article. Our
philosophy has always been
to promote scholarly articles
from our members. This
fulfills two purposes; we are
able to have timely, relevant
and sometimes regional
information for our members, and also, we provide
a venue for new authors to
perhaps experience their
first successful publication.
There is always support,
mentoring, and editorial
help for any member who
decides to write an article.
Over the years, we have had
an excellent representation
of topics that are important to Puget
Sound oncology nurses.
The font used is usually Garamond
11pt. with 14 leading space between
lines. “Real estate” refers to prime locations in the newsletter and also sites of
regular items. The first and last pages
of the newsletter are now in color so
that is prime real estate. We can use
relevant copyright-free or images with
permission to reprint as clipart or photos. That provides a “pop” to our front
and back pages and helps to highlight
the lead article. Every article should
have a “byline” which includes, name,
credentials, location of the author(s).
The length of the newsletter must be in
increments of 4 pages. Standard is 12 –
16 pages.
After the lead article there are several
other standing articles and columns.
Here are the current regular features or
columns in the newsletter:
• President’s Message (with photo as
Continued on page 8
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Chapter News
For the most current news we encourage all members to subscribe to our
monthly eNews. To subscribe, contact
alliancestrategies@verizon.com. For
contributions to the eNews, e-mail
Mary Jo at msarver@nwhsea.org.

Welcome New Member:
Susan Lim, Bothell

Laptop Computer Donated
The PSONS old laptop computer was
donated to the Jubilee REACH Center
in Bellevue. This center partners with
area schools, local government and
community partners to provide before
and after school programs to middle
school kids who are from single parent, low income homes. These kids
would be alone to fend for themselves
otherwise. The center opens at 5 a.m.
to provide breakfast and before school

activities for the kids. After school they
help the kids with their homework,
provide a loving and homelike environment and provide other activities. The
parents are generally employed in Fast
food and other low income, long hour
jobs. All services at the JRC are offered
free of charge and rely heavily on volunteer support.

Election Results
In December 2009, 203 ballots were
mailed to voting members. 68 ballots
were returned. Bonnie Child was reelected as Treasurer for a 2 year term.
Joseph Tariman was elected as our
new President-elect. In February 2010
Joseph received a job offer he couldn’t
refuse and he will be moving to the
Chicago area this summer so he will
not be able to fulfill his role as PSONS
president-elect. The chapter will miss

his many contributions and wish him
much success! A special election will
be held and members will receive additional information and ballot soon, if
not already. If you have questions about
this please Cherie Tofthagen or Renita
Vance at psonspresident@gmail.com.

Monthly Education Meetings
These meetings are planned for the 3rd
Wed of most months. Meeting locations
vary. If you are interested in holding
a monthly education meeting at your
hospital or clinic please contact Juanita
Madison at juanitamadison@hotmail.
com Announcements about educational events are sent out via our chapter
monthly email notice and the information is also found on our website www.
psons.org Notices about other oncology
educational events are also found on
the website.

Creating the Quarterly: Members Encouraged to Contribute
Continued from page 7
TIFF file) about 300 words
• Editor’s Notes – 100 to 150 words
• Member Profile (with photo as TIFF
file) about 250 - 400 words
• Treasurer’s Report (must be in each
issue as dictated by bylaws)
• Additional scholarly articles (1500 –
2000 words)
• Chapter News
• Education meeting dates and topics
(Education committee)
• Committee updates
• Upcoming events

Some of the other intermittent
features of interest include:
• Practice Corner, a place to share a
successful methodology or evidencebased practice that works well
• Student’s Perspective, an opportunity
for nursing student’s to share their
experience and viewpoints.
• Community Crossings, information
on local programs for oncology
patients and/or professionals. (New
editor’s note- we are changing this
name to Community Partners)

Role of the Membership
“Two heads are better than one.” This
proverb cliché comes from a collection
by John Heywood from1546. He was a
8
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dramatist, writer and musician to whom
many proverbial sayings were attributed.
There is no dispute to the meaning here,
but what is important to note is that he
was a contemporary of Sir Thomas More
and in the service of King Henry VIII of
England and familiar with sharing ideas,
even dissenting ideas for their implicit
value. That is where you, dear member,
come in. The newsletter is a vehicle for
you to step up and speak out. This is a
safe place with support and assistance
where you can express yourself and
stretch your professional wings. Participation as a contributor, mentor, or assistant editor will help you, and accordingly, will help your chosen professional
organization.
If you have an idea, write it down!
From there “flesh it out” (flesh out add details, as to an account or idea;
clarify the meaning of and discourse in
a learned way, usually in writing;“She
elaborated on the main ideas in her dissertation”). You can do this by utilizing
an outline, a visual sketch or perhaps
just start writing. The beauty of writing
today is that with computers one can
save, copy, paste, use online thesaurus,
web-searches, and have a ready-tosubmit manuscript in no time. You can
write in the first person, or in a schol-
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arly format. We do not expect to see a
lot of references but a brief reference
list is welcome. Definitely do not worry
about footnotes. Newsletters are a more
personal form of communication and as
such do not require annotation.
In closing please remember, our
chapter has had the privilege of creating and continuing an award-winning
newsletter for over twenty-eight years.
It truly demonstrates that the sum is
greater than the addition of its parts. We
certainly can take pride in our newsletter and will hopefully continue to find
dedicated members to ensure that we
continue this important communiqué as
a rich component of our chapter.
(Contact the current editor, Judy
Petersen, to discuss your ideas for an
article, hook up with a mentor and
begin writing! Contact the editor at
psonscommunications@gmail.com.)
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The Importance of Giving
Hope to Cancer Patients
Joanne M. Rochester, BA, RN
Seattle Cancer Care Alliance
(Editors note: This article was originally
published in the ONS Blood and Marrow
Stem Cell Transplant Special Interest Group
newsletter, Vol. 16, Issue 1, March 2005. It
is reprinted here with permission of the
author and newsletter editor.)

“Hope is the thing with feathers.That
perches in the soul. And sings the tune
without the words. And never stops at
all.”
–Emily Dickinson, Complete Poems, 1924

S

ome months ago, a patient mentioned to me that I was the one
person who gave him hope
while undergoing his stem cell
transplant. As I thought about this
comment, I reflected that I have
purposely included hope in my
practice for patients. Coincidentally, my husband bought me the
book by Jerome Groopman, MD,
The Anatomy of Hope. I was
excited to gain more insights
from other health professionals
about this topic. Dr. Groopman
believes hope is as vital to our
lives as the very oxygen we
breathe. My first recollection of giving
hope to a patient took place when I
was an inpatient nurse and it was time
to shave “Michael’s” head. He was very
quiet afterward, and I remember spending extra time with him while he was
grieving his hair loss. His sister wrote
to me later to tell me that I had a way
of making Michael feel handsome, even
when he was fed up with his constant
shedding and wanted his head shaved.
But what is hope, exactly, and how do
we, as nurses caring for patients in
hopeless times, provide this elusive element?
Hope is a process that gives us a path
to a better future. Hope has two parts:
First, you must educate yourself with all
the possible accurate information available. Second, you must achieve a clear

path to experience a powerful uplifting.
The purpose of hope is to ward off despair. Despair is characterized by mental
anguish, disorganization, helplessness,
and hopelessness. Loss of hope leads
to physical and emotional disequilibrium. Hopelessness is characterized as
wishing to give up, inability to imagine
beyond the limits of what is currently
happening, and the loss of dreams. Hope
activates the motivational system. It is
reinforced by other people who give
support and encouragement. Behaviors
that reflect hope are verbalizing future
goals, showing motivation to achieve

a threat to the future, the most appropriate focus is on generalized hope”
(Rustoen & Wiklund, 2000, p. 214).
In order to measure hope, many
studies turn to the Herth Hope Index
or the Nowotny Hope Scale.The Herth
Hope Index is a 12-item interview-administered scale designed to gather data
concerning hopefulness from patients.
It contrasts three dimensions: temporality and future, positive readiness and
expectance, and interconnectedness.
These dimensions are tested on family
caregivers and terminally ill people.The
Nowotny scale is self-administered and
easy to score. High scores indicate a
high level of hope.The questionnaire is
composed of six subscales: confidence,
relates to others, a future is possible,
spiritual beliefs, active involvement,
and comes from within.These correlate
closely with the described characteristics of hope.
To help patients and families to maintain or restore hope, nurses contribute
to a hopeful atmosphere that comes
from within themselves or from
other staff members, patients, and
the physical environment. Nurses
establish realistic expectations,
educate, counsel, refer, advocate,
provide distraction, promote
humor, encourage socialization,
and teach or encourage relaxation modalities.This could
include deep breathing,
yoga, and massage.
A study at the University of Minnesota indicated
how healthcare professionals can contribute to
or lessen hope in patients
with cancer by the way they communicate (Koopmeiners et al., 1997).
Such communication can ultimately influence the patients’ ability to cope.This
study, published in Oncology Nursing
Forum in 1997, surveyed 32 patients undergoing cancer treatment.The patients
were asked a series of questions related
to hope, four of which targeted the
health professional’s role. Fifteen said
their healthcare professional’s willingness to take time to talk increased their
level of hope.Thirteen said their hope
increased because information was
given in a sensitive manner.Twelve said
their hope increased because the health
Continued on page 11

these goals, imagining a brighter tomorrow and reflecting about past successes,
maintaining a sense of control, anticipating positive outcomes, relating to family
and friends, and feeling connected to
a higher being or feeling a sense of
spirituality.
Some authors differentiate between
generalized and particularized hope.
Generalized hope is defined as a faith in
the future to help cast a positive glow
on life. Particularized hope is concerned
with a particular object.“Because the
diagnosis in recently diagnosed cancer
presents a new situation that affects the
whole life of the patient and represents
Puget Sound Quarterly
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PSONS Profile

Juanita Madison
RN, MN, AOCN

Oncology Clinical Nurse Specialist,
Swedish Medical Center
Jody Stroh, MBA

I

f you’re not from Wenatchee, how
does one end up going to nursing
school there? For Juanita Madison,
who knew she wanted to be a nurse
(like her mother), it was simply a matter
of finding a place to call home while
her military parents went off to Turkey.
Juanita had a friend in Wenatchee whom
she had met during her “army brat”
days (her father is retired Air Force).
So it was a logical decision to start her
nursing career at Central WA Hospital in
Wenatchee. Completing the two year
program there, Juanita earned her associate degree in nursing in 1978.
In 1980, there was a special training opportunity rolling through town,
the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research
Center’s two week oncology nursing
course. Juanita was asked to attend the
special training on behalf of Central
WA Hospital. As you might imagine,
she loved it. Prior to this time there had
been no training available to community
nurses in the field of oncology. After the
training, the hospital dedicated six beds
specifically for oncology patients, and
asked Juanita to create policies and procedures based on her training. Additionally, Juanita had the opportunity to train
her peers in what she had just learned.
With these new responsibilities and
motivation, Juanita realized that she really wanted to get her bachelor’s degree
and very likely further her education to
become a clinical nurse specialist.
Two years later, after being a big fish
in a small pond, Juanita traded that in.
In 1982, she took a position at Swedish Hospital in Seattle where a program
was being offered for RNs to get their
BSN while working full time. That
meant eight hours of night shifts five
nights a week while going to school
full time. By 1987, Juanita had a BSN
under her belt. Shortly after that Juanita
10

transitioned from general oncology nursing to the bone marrow
transplant unit where it wasn’t
long until she became the nurse
educator for the transplant units.
This role allowed Juanita to spend
time doing what she absolutely
loved, teaching others, developing programs and working in a
Juanita Madison
hospital acute care setting. By
1992 Juanita had achieved another
ing she loved and without the hassle
academic milestone and obtained an
of writing procedures. She met nurses
MSN with a specialty in oncology. She
all over the Pacific Northwest and was
did this while working full time. Her
instrumental in starting the Pocatello,
title at that time was Assistant Manager
Idaho local ONS chapter. However, she
In-Patient Services. The next title Juanita missed being part of an institution and
held was Clinical Nurse Specialist at
she always knew she would return to
the UW supporting both transplant and
clinical nursing. So after four years of
general oncology.
non-stop travel and “drive-by education”,
Many of you remember (and may
Juanita returned to Swedish Hospital in
have been involved in) the transition of
2007. She currently holds the position
the UW, Hutch and Children’s coming
of Clinical Nurse Specialist for in-patient
together as the Seattle Cancer Care
oncology including: 12 East - Onc/Hem,
Alliance. The transition took over five
12SW - Onc/HIV and 11 SW - Gyn/Onc.
years to complete, many task forces, and
When asked about her biggest chalendless meetings to redesign policies
lenges today, Juanita lists: keeping
and procedures. As an integral part
people up-to-date, getting education to
of this process, Juanita stretched her
nurses, planning creative in-services and
skills in collaboration and procedural
all this with limited resources. Perhaps
design. However, it came at a price and
that is why Juanita has volunteered her
after five years of intense demands on
time to serve as Education Chair for
her time, Juanita was a bit burned out.
PSONS. Her advice to other nurses?
Which is why when she was tapped
“Become professionally involved in your
to consider going to industry, Juanita
organization. Don’t reinvent the wheel.
agreed to give it a try.
Broaden your contacts, perspectives and
In 2002, Juanita joined Amgen as their resources.”
Oncology Clinical Specialist covering a
So what don’t you already know
large geographic area: Alaska, Washingabout this daughter of an OB nurse
ton, Idaho, Montana, Utah, and Wyoming. mom and avid environmentalist father?
Though she had never considered
She won her baton twirling competition
working for a pharmaceutical company,
in school and if pushed into service,
Juanita was open to a new opportunity
could do it again today. If you haven’t
to broaden her experiences. Juanita
had the pleasure of meeting Juanita
likes to refer to this time period as her
Madison in person, please introduce
“mid-life nursing crisis”. She grinned
yourself at the next PSONS education
as she shared this with me. There
dinner and ask her how the Seahawks
were pros and cons to this new way
are doing.
n
of life. Juanita got to do all the teach-
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What Can the ONS 35th Annual Congress Do for You?
One word – Education. There’s a reason why Congress is the #1 conference for cancer
nurses. Join us in San Diego May 13-16, and get the latest cancer information on topics
that most interest you. And, did we mention that you’ll earn more than 17 contact hours?
Here’s how you can get the personalized Congress experience that you deserve:
Pick your track: Clinical Practice, Survivorship, Safe Practice, Administration, Types of
Cancer & Treatment
Pick your level: Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced
Browse all offerings. You don’t want to miss anything!
Complete your profile - makes it easier to access the itinerary builder, evaluation center
and online syllabus

Earn your CNE: Earn more than 17 contact hours!
And, if you register by April 8, you’ll save $100 off registration! Got to http://
www.ons.org/CNECentral/Conferences/Congress/Congress2010/Register to
register and find out more.

Giving Hope
Continued from page 9
professional was friendly or polite.
Many experts have written articles
and books supporting patients living
with cancer. One individual, Lance Armstrong, through his Lance Armstrong
Foundation (LAF), sponsors national
advocacy initiatives to support patients
living with cancer. Nearly 10 million
people in this country are living with
cancer (LAF, n.d.). Since its inception in
1997, the LAF has awarded more than
$9.6 million in research grants (LAF).
In addition, the foundation provides
information and resources for people
living with cancer. October 2004
marked the second year for Armstrong’s
sponsorship of the Tour of Hope Team,
an around-the-clock cycling event to
inform the public about the importance
of cancer clinical trials.These cyclists
are people who have a passion for cancer research.They are survivors, caregivers, advocates, healers, and researchers who share one mission-a cure for
cancer-and are fueled by hope.
I believe that each patient has the
right to hope. My job, as a nurse, is to
help to nurture and sustain that hope.
Seeking out accurate information becomes a clearer path to a better future.
That search consists of the powerful,
uplifting feeling that occurs when one

feels he or she has a chance to make it.
Hope touches all problems, and through
those troubles, we are able to see a path
to a better future.
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Puget Sound Chapter of the
Oncology Nursing Society
New Contact Info for PSONS Board!
The PSONS board has new contact information!
Please utilize the following email addresses to
contact board members. We definitely want
your input and would love to hear from you!
All board meetings are open to the membership.

Chapter Board of Directors
Co-Presidents: Cherie Tofthagen & Renita Vance
E-mail: psonspresident@gmail.com
Secretary: Nancy Thompson
E-mail: psonssecretary@gmail.com
Treasurer: Bonne Childs
E-mail: psonstreasurer@gmail.com

Chapter Committees
Education: Juanita Madison
E-mail: psonseducation@gmail.com
Government Relations: Linda Hohengarten
E-mail: psonshealthpolicy@gmail.com
Nominating: Open position
Membership: Karen Brandstrom		
E-mail: psonsmembership@gmail.com
Communications: Open position

PSONS Newsletter
Editor: Judy Petersen 206-272-1134
E-mail: psonscommunications@gmail.com
Website: Natasha Ng
E-mail: natashahauptman@hotmail.com
Email Newsletter Coordinator: Mary Jo Sarver
E-mail: msarver@nwhsea.org
Research: Joseph Tariman
E-mail: psonsresearch@gmail.com
Symposium: Liz White
E-mail: psonssymposium@gmail.com
Finance Subcommittee: Terri Pointer
E-mail: terri.pointer@comcast.net
Puget Sound Oncology Nursing Education
Cooperative: Lenise Taylor
E-mail: ltaylor@seattlecca.org
Letters, articles and announcements are requested
from all PSONS members and other readers on topics
of interest. Submissions and questions should be sent
in electronic format to psonscommunications@
gmail.com. Neither the Puget Sound Chapter of the
Oncology Nursing Society, the Oncology Nursing
Society, the editorial board of the Quarterly, nor the
American Cancer Society assume responsibility for the
opinions expressed by authors. Acceptance of advertising does not indicate or imply endorsement by any of
the above-stated parties. Published four times a year by
the Puget Sound Chapter of the Oncology Nursing Society with the support of the American Cancer Society.
Administrative support is contracted through
Alliance Strategies: 425-771-4189
Mailing address:
PO Box 472, Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043
E-mail: alliancestrategies@verizon.net
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tal illness, and drug and alcohol addiction. The Seattle King County Coalition
on Homelessness attributes homelessness to the de-institutionalization of
people with mental illnesses without
appropriate support services and the
criminalization of chemical addiction
combined with an inadequate treatment
nomic downtown push even the workNancy Thompson, RN, MS
system. “Decades of poor social policy
ing poor out of their homes. Causes of
PSONS Community Service Project Coordinator
are the real root causes of homelesshomelessness are complex and interor the second year, PSONS chose
related and include poverty and the lack ness.”
The average age of death
to support the
for
someone living on the
Downtown
street
is 48 years. HomeEmergency Service
lessness
inevitably causes
Center (DESC) Eastlake
serious
health
problems
Residence for one of
including
tuberculosis,
our 2009 service projAIDS, malnutrition, and
ects. We assembled
severe dental problems.
75 very generously
Health problems that exist
stuffed holiday care
quietly at other income
packages for the indilevels such as alcoholism,
viduals who live in this
mental illness, diabetes,
residence.
hypertension and physical
Michelle Garner,
disabilities, are prominent
MSW, PHD and assison the streets. In addition,
tant Professor of Social
people without shelter fall
Work at the University
prey to parasites, frostbite,
of Washington prePSONS members with some of the 2009 donations to the Downtown infections and violence.
sented some of the
Homelessness is a public
Emergency Service Center.
facts of homelessness
health problem, caused by
to the PSONS group in
community
issues
and is very costly to
December. Dr Garner noted that the
of affordable housing, divorce, domestic
the
community.
current levels of housing costs, coupled
violence, lack of family support, medical
Continued on page 14
with low wage jobs and the recent ecobills and chronic health problems, men-

Homelessness: PSONS
Service Project Update

F

Tacoma, Washington – Palliative Medicine
MultiCare Health System is searching for a full-time ARNP to work in our
Palliative Medicine program. Candidates should have a minimum of three
years experience with at least two years experience in palliative medicine,
hospice or oncology. The practice is conveniently located on the main campus of our 391-bed tertiary
care center with a 43 bed dedicated inpatient oncology medical surgical unit.
Located just 30 miles south of Seattle, on the shores of Puget Sound, you’ll experience the best of
Northwest living, from big city amenities to the pristine beauty and recreational opportunities of the great
outdoors. Excellent compensation, a full array of benefits, and a great location make for an exciting
opportunity. Please visit our website to apply online at http://blazenewtrails.org/, email your CV to
blazenewtrails@multicare.org or fax your CV to 866-264-2818.
Please refer to opportunity #7292 when responding.

“MultiCare Health System is proud to be a drug free workplace”
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Community Partners

Gilda’s Club Seattle
Jody Stroh, MBA

M

any of us remember watching Gilda Radner on Saturday
Night Live between 1975
and 1980 and feeling heartbroken to
see such a wonderful and talented
person lose their battle to cancer at
the young age of 42. For the younger
set you may better know Gilda for the
Gilda’s Clubs that have been created
across the country to provide education, hope, friendship and places of
participation for people with cancer
and for their families.
The flagship Gilda’s
Club opened their
doors in New York in
1995 and Seattle followed suit in March
of 2002. Gilda’s Club
Seattle has reached
over 2,500 members
and is still growing.
Located in the
Capitol Hill neighborhood of Seattle,
Gilda’s Club Seattle
provides a Program
that gives people the
social and emotional
support they need
to navigate life with cancer. Their philosophy suggests,“That if a member is
participating in the Gilda’s Club community in some way – be it attending
a variety of activities, a few activities,
or just hanging out in the Clubhouse
– he or she will be building social and
emotional support that can be useful
in learning how to live with cancer”.

The primary offering at Gilda’s
Club Seattle is referred to as the
“Basic III”.
I.) Support Groups, weekly, 2-hour
groups on: wellness, family, and family
alumni (those who have lost a loved
one to cancer)
II.) Classes, Lectures and Workshops
i.e.: cancer diagnosis, research, psychosocial, spiritual, nutrition, exercise, and
arts & crafts.

III.) Social Activities i.e.: potluck suppers, comedy night, and game night.

In addition to the Basic III you
have the “Plus” which includes:
Noogieland – the children’s program
for kids and teens,
Family Focus – an individual family
session focused on emotional concerns, and
Team Convene – a practical problem
solving session with self identified
family.
For the past three years Gilda’s Club
Seattle has been expanding its program offerings out
into the larger community. Their goal
is to serve as many
people touched by
cancer in ways and
settings that will be
the most meaningful
to them. It is also an
opportunity to raise
awareness about
Gilda’s Club with
greater numbers of
people. Part of their
philosophy is to look
for unmet needs in
the cancer community and to create
programs and activities to meet those
unmet needs.
While there is an impressive board
that manages Gilda’s Club Seattle,
many of the day-to-day tasks are
handled at the volunteer level. The

key areas of volunteer activity include
planning and participating in special
events and carrying out various administrative tasks. Volunteers are also
involved in the children’s program,
Noogieland, where they supervise recreational play for children with cancer
or well children whose parents have
cancer. Many Gilda’s Club activities
are also offered by volunteers. Credentialed and Certified professionals
provide workshops, lectures and other
events. Such professionals include exercise therapists, meditation and yoga
instructors, nurses, doctors, nutritionists, and other experts. Some of our
members have been involved in these
presentations.
Perhaps the most impressive part of
all of this is the wealth of activity and
information for cancer patients and
their families at no cost to them. There
is no fee to become a member of Gilda’s Club Seattle. Gilda’s Club Seattle
has a comprehensive web site located
at www.gildasclubseattle.org Go here
to read the delightful biography of
Gilda Radner, to view the calendar of
events, to sign-up for volunteering, to
donate, to locate cancer resources, to
view the facility and get a map or to
just check them out. A sneak peak
at some of the recent special events
include: 4th Annual Bags & Bottles
event at the Westin 3/13, Gilda’s Music
Mondays (first & third Monday), Jewelry Workshop: Beads Beautiful Beads
3/9, and the Open Art Studio.

Gilda’s Club Seattle

1400 Broadway, Seattle, WA 98122-3809
(206) 709-1400
HOURS
Mon 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Tue 9:00 am - 9:00 pm
Wed 9:00 am – 9:00 pm
Thu 9:00 am – 9:00 pm
Fri
9:00 am – 5:00 pm
Sat 10:00 am – 4:00 pm
Sun CLOSED

Gilda Radner, 1946-1989
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Homelessness: 1811 Eastlake Project Reduces Alcohol Consumption
Continued from page 12
DESC is one of the largest multiservice agencies serving homeless
adults in the Pacific Northwest. The
1811 Eastlake Project is a “housing first”
program for chronic public inebriates.
Housing first principles move individuals who account for the highest costs to
King County into the residence without
requiring alcohol abstinence. Studies
conducted by the UW have shown that
residents have marked improvement in
their chronic medical conditions and
that alcohol consumption has decreased
by nearly 50% after just 1 year. Analyses demonstrate a 2% decrease in daily
drinking per month that continued
indefinitely. In addition, medical expenses of the residence were reduced
by 58%, county jail bookings were
reduced by 45%, sobering center usage
was down by 87% and shelter usage
was down by 92%. The evidence shows
that “Housing First” is cost effective and
significantly improves the quality of life
for the people housed.

and rejected by society are reminded
that they have worth. PSONS plans to
assemble holiday care packages for this
worthy residence again this December
so watch for bargains on sport socks,
undershirts, lip balms, instant soups
and cocoa, instant oatmeal and other
toiletries! And, many, many thanks to all
of you who donated supplies, gift cards,
time, etc.

Who lives in the 1811
Eastlake Center?
• 94% male
• Mean age 48 years
• Ethnically diverse
• 64% of the residents have a high
school equivalent level of education
or more
• 18% came to the residence with TB
• 62% came with severe dental
problems
• 75% came with broken bones

Lessons learned:
• There is an RN on site employed
by Harborview to manage their
chronic health problems.
• Most of the residents come with
little more than the clothes on
their back.
• Most of the residents have no
family support or contact.
• The care packages we provide are
the only holiday gift most of them
will receive.
The PSONS membership has
been VERY generous in supporting the care packages for this residence.
Eastlake staff say this is one of the few
ways that people who feel forgotten
14
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2010 State Legislative Priorities
Cancer has become one of the most preventable and increasingly curable life-threatening diseases – but only if we take
the steps necessary to prevent it outright, detect it early, and improve access to care.To this end, the American Cancer
Society Cancer Action Network (ACS CAN) in Washington State is working on the following legislative priorities in support
of ACS CAN and the American Cancer Society’s shared mission to end cancer as a major health problem.

Expanding Cancer Prevention, Treatment, and Survivorship
• Breast and Cervical Cancer Screening – ACS CAN will monitor appropriations for the Breast and Cervical Health Program
to ensure adequate funding is available to maintain the program’s current capacity.

Lung Cancer and Tobacco Control
• Cigarette Excise Tax – ACS CAN supports HB 2493, which will increase the state’s cigarette tax by $1.00 and close loopholes on other tobacco products to bring them up to parallel levels. Additionally, ACS CAN supports having $19 million of
the revenue from this tax going to sustain the state’s Tobacco Prevention and Control Program.
• Tobacco Prevention and Control Program – ACS CAN supports measures to protect the state’s appropriations for tobacco
education and prevention programs and ensure investments are inline with CDC best practices for tobacco control. This
program helps smokers quit and keeps kids from ever starting to use tobacco products.
• Protect Smoke-Free Air – ACS CAN will monitor implementation of the state’s clean indoor air act and oppose any measures to weaken it.

May 2010 is
Oncology
Nursing Month
As an oncology nurse, you are there
making a difference for your patients.
You help patients and their families during a very challenging time by caring,
teaching, listening, and simply being
present. ONS
encourages us
to take time this
spring to recognize our hard
work by celebrating ourselves and
our colleagues
during Oncology
Nursing Month.
You deserve it!
For more information check the Membership services
section of the ONS website http://
www.ons.org/Membership/Participate/
NursingMonth/ to download the 2010
Oncology Nursing Month poster. Hang
it in your workplace–somewhere where
everyone can see it.
In addition to the downloadable
poster, all ONS members will receive
one with their April 2010 ONS Connect.
A limited supply will also be available
through ONS Customer Service.

Treasurer’s Report
Year 2009
Quarter One
QuarterTwo
Quarter Three
99,038.28
107,168.82
117,004.65
A. Beginning Balance
Dues
1,877.15
3,252.13
822.50
Program Fees
39,189.01
21,424.35
6,937.22
Donations/Grants
2,350.00			
Fundraising
2,475.00
1,174.95
325.00
Ads
225.00
100.00
75.00
B. Total Revenue
46,116.16
25,951.43
8,159.72
Expenses
Printing
5,569.48
1,940.56		
Postage/P.O. Box Rental
25.87
188.74
72.67
Supplies
216.06
67.66
19.31
Meetings			
952.00
Equipment/Facilities/Catering
27,836.75
6,471.15
1,426.78
Travel		
705.11
Chapter Fees
(558.00)		
558.00
Bank Charges
155.30
43.65
11.70
Donations			
5,100.00
Office Support
1,932.60
2,827.50
1,897.50
Honorarium/Speakers		
3,500.00
750.00
Grants/Scholarships/Awards
450.00		
131.00
199.91
30.00
89.97
Telephone/Teleconference
Insurance			
Books/Subscriptions
65.34			
Website
119.40
Service Project
(45.00)
41.23
45.28
Gifts
2,017.91
300.00
C. Total Expenses
37,985.62
16,115.60
11,202.96
D. Ending Balance This Period
107,168.82
117,004.65
113,961.41
1. Outstanding Deposits
50.00
0.00
0.00
2. Outstanding Checks
6,168.22
101.25
0.00
Checking
107,168.82
117,105.90
113,961.41
Savings
1,196.42
1,197.14
1,197.74
Money Market/Certificates
27,330.73
29,733.16
33,433.87
TOTAL
135,695.97
148,036.20
148,593.02

Puget Sound Quarterly

Quarter Four
113,961.41
1,050.20
2,821.20
50.00
300.00
4,221.20
7,962.96
305.17
458.79
14,592.45

1,000.00
2,235.00

89.97

125.00
26,769.34
91,413.27
0.00
0.00
91,413.27
1,198.20
35,744.78
148,593.02
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American Cancer Society
P.O. Box 19140
Seattle, WA 98109

32nd Annual Puget Sound
Oncology Nursing Symposium
April 9-10, 2010
Lynnwood Convention Center

3711 196th Street SW, Lynnwood, WA 98036
McCorkle Lecturer:
Donna Berry PhD, RN, FAAN
Key Note Speaker:
Helene Starks, PhD, MPH
For more information go to our website
www.psons.org
or contact Alliance Strategies at 425-771-4189
Presented by

